The role of abstraction in non-native speech perception
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ABSTRACT

The end-result of perceptual reorganization in infancy is currently viewed as a reconfigured perceptual space, "warped" around native-language phonetic categories, which then acts as a direct perceptual filter on any non-native sounds: naive-listener discrimination of non-native sounds is determined by their mapping onto native-language phonetic categories that are acoustically/articulatorily most similar. We report results that suggest another factor in non-native speech perception: some perceptual sensitivities cannot be attributed to listeners' warped perceptual space alone, but rather to enhanced general sensitivity along phonetic dimensions that the listeners' native language employs to distinguish between categories. Specifically, we show that the knowledge of a language with short and long vowel categories leads to enhanced discrimination of non-native consonant length contrasts. We argue that these results support a view of perceptual reorganization as the consequence of learners' hierarchical inductive inferences about the structure of the language's sound system: infants not only acquire the specific phonetic category inventory, but also draw higher-order generalizations over the set of those categories, such as the overall informativity of phonetic dimensions for sound categorization. Non-native sound perception is then also determined by sensitivities that emerge from these generalizations, rather than only by mappings of non-native sounds onto native-language phonetic categories.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

1. Introduction

The development of speech perception in the first year of life provides a critical foundation for future language learning. Infants undergo profound perceptual reorganization (Eimas, 1978): they transition from discriminating almost any sound speech distinction (including those absent from their ambient language) to a state of enhanced sensitivity to native-language (L1) distinctions, accompanied by a decline in sensitivity to many non-native distinctions (Werker & Tees, 1984; for reviews, see Werker, 1989; Kuhl, 2004). These results have led to the development of theories in which perceptual reorganization is understood as resulting from the acquisition of the specific inventory of native-language phonetic categories,¹ and the end-state is a reconfigured ("warped") perceptual space, where innate perceptual sensitivity along natural auditory boundaries is replaced by sensitivity along boundaries of phonetic categories in the learner's native language (Kuhl, 1991, 2000).

As a consequence, the long-held assumption underlying the research on non-native speech perception has been that non-native speech is necessarily "filtered" through listeners' L1 phonetic category inventory. The "L1-category filter" metaphor can be traced back to Trubetzkoj (1939/1969), and the essence of this idea is present in current theories of non-native speech perception and learning: the Native Language Magnet model (NLM, Kuhl, 1992, 1994, 2000; Kuhl & Iverson, 1995; Kuhl et al., 2008), the Speech Learning Model (SLM, Flege, 1988, 1992, 1995), and the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM and PAM-L2, Best, 1993, 1994, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007). These theories, while different in several respects, preserve the basic insight captured in the "L1-category filter" metaphor: that the perceptual space warped in accordance with the L1 phonetic category inventory – the end-result of perceptual reorganization in infancy – acts as a perceptual filter when processing non-native languages. Specifically, according to these theories, naive-listener and second-language (L2) learner discrimination of non-native sounds is determined by their mapping onto...
specific L1 phonetic categories that are acoustically or articulatorily most similar, if such categories are available. Broadly speaking, discrimination of non-native contrasts is thought to be impaired when the stimuli are mapped (i.e., perceptually assimilated) onto the same L1 category (with varying performance depending on the goodness of fit to that category), relative to when they are mapped onto differing categories.

These classic theories have been very successful in explaining a wide range of perceptual difficulties in non-native speech perception and learning (Best & Hallé, 2010; Best & Strange, 1992; Best, McRoberts, & Goodell, 2001; Flege & Eefting, 1987; Hallé, Best, & Levitt, 1999; McAllister, Flege, & Piske, 2002; Miyawaki et al., 1975; Polka, 1991, 1992, among others; for a review see Strange & Shafer, 2008), showing that the degree of similarity between native and non-native sounds – as assessed through acoustic and articulatory comparisons or direct measures of perceived similarity – can predict performance on discrimination of non-native sound pairs. That is, if two non-native sounds are both assessed as highly similar to a single L1 category, their discrimination is impaired. On the other hand, if each sound in the non-native pair is highly similar to a distinct L1 category, then their discrimination is facilitated. A widely cited example is the difficulty of L1-Japanese speakers in discriminating the English [ɹ]-[l] distinction, which is generally attributed to Japanese only having one phonetic category in the same acoustic-phonetic range (Goto, 1971; Miyawaki et al., 1975; Strange & Dittmann, 1984). This type of example has been used as evidence supporting the classic theories since perceptual difficulties can in this case be explained by L1-Japanese listeners’ assimilating both of the non-native sounds onto a single L1 category.

However, recent evidence suggests that the theories of non-native speech perception might need to be extended to accommodate discrimination patterns that cannot be explained by specific L1 phonetic category inventories. In particular, it has been shown that native French, Danish, and German listeners outperform English native speakers on discriminating the English [w]-[j] contrast (Bohn & Best, 2012; Hallé et al., 1999). These results are extremely surprising for at least two reasons: (1) native speakers performed more poorly on discriminating sounds from their native language than did non-native listeners, and (2) this non-native perceptual advantage was observed for speakers of languages that do not even have [w] in their inventory (Danish and German). Bohn and Best suggested that these results could be explained by the influence of more general characteristics of the L1 inventory on the listener's perceptual system: French, Danish, and German have a relatively rich vowel inventory, and – unlike English – use lip rounding contrastively for vowels; since lip rounding is one of the cues to distinguish [w] from [j], the practice with lip rounding to distinguish between L1 vowels might boost French, Danish, and German listeners' performance on discriminating the [w]-[j] contrast. In other words, phonological principles – such as whether or not L1 uses a given feature contrastively – may affect perception of non-native contrasts.

Bohn and Best's proposal echoes prior suggestions that phonological distinctive features may affect non-native speech perception and learning (e.g., Brown, 1997, 2000; Hancin-Bhatt, 1994; McAllister et al., 2002). For example, McAllister et al. (2002) developed one of the components of the SLM into the “feature hypothesis” stating that “[phonological] features not used to signal phonological contrast in L1 will be difficult to perceive for the L2 learner and this difficulty will be reflected in the learner's production of the contrast based on this feature” (p. 230). That is, under the feature hypothesis, the difficulty in learning a given L2 contrast based on feature X is determined by the role of feature X in the learner's L1. In particular, forming an L2 phonetic category may be more difficult (or even blocked) if it requires attending to a feature that is not exploited in the learner's L1. As support for their hypothesis, McAllister and colleagues showed that L2 learners of Swedish are more successful at acquiring the short vs. long vowel distinctions if their L1 also employs the length feature to distinguish between vowels (as for L1-Estonian learners), relative to the case when vowel contrasts in the learners’ L1 either only use duration as a secondary cue (as for L1-English learners) or do not make use of duration (as for L1-Spanish learners). In a similar vein, Brown (1997, 2000) argued for a model of non-native speech perception in which any phonological distinctive features used contrastively in L1 would be transferred to L2, which would in turn facilitate discrimination of any non-native sounds that are contrasted by those features.

Converging proposals can be found in the general literature on categorization and perceptual learning (e.g., Goldstone, 1993, 1994; Nosofsky, 1986), where native-language phonetic learning is viewed as shifting attention to relevant acoustic-phonetic cues (e.g., Best, 1994; Jusczyk, 1985, 1986, 1994, 1997; Nusbaum & Goodman, 1994; Nittouer & Miller, 1997; Pisoni, Lively, & Logan, 1994). Furthermore, there is a growing body of work showing that the difficulty of non-native sound perception and learning is modulated by perceptual weighting of the relevant acoustic and articulatory cues in L1 (e.g., Escudero, 2009; Escudero & Boersma, 2004; Escudero, Benders, & Lipski, 2009; Francis & Nusbaum, 2002; Iverson, Hazan, & Bannister, 2005; Iverson et al., 2003; Kondaurova & Francis, 2008; Kondaurova & Francis, 2010; Lim & Holt, 2011). However, while these approaches emphasize the role of individual acoustic-phonetic cues in speech perception and learning, they largely focus on explaining the difficulties in discriminating and learning the contrasts that differ along unattended dimensions. It is in fact unclear whether they would predict any facilitatory effects on discriminating non-native sounds (e.g., [w]-[j]) that differ along dimensions attended in L1 but occurring in different contexts (such as the lip rounding cue distinguishing between the high front unrounded vowel [i] and the high front rounded vowel [y]). This is because selective attention is generally thought to operate on particular configurations of cues that are largely context-specific: that is, specific to particular segmental contexts, word positions, talkers, etc. (e.g., Francis, Baldwin, & Nusbaum, 2000; Francis & Nusbaum, 2002; Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991; Nusbaum & Goodman, 1994; Pisoni et al., 1994; Reinsch, Wozny, Mitterer, & Holt, 2014). Therefore, these approaches do not immediately capture the potential facilitation in non-native speech perception coming from attending to cues that are relevant in L1, but occur in very different acoustic-phonetic contexts.

Some support for the idea that more general phonological principles might affect non-native speech perception comes from the literature on speech perception and learning by infant learners. In particular, it has been shown that exposing infants to particular sound categories leads not only to their enhanced sensitivity to those specific categories, but also to generally enhanced sensitivity to
the underlying phonetic dimension that these categories are defined by (Maye, Weiss, & Aslin, 2008). More specifically, English-learning infants exposed to a non-native voice onset time (VOT) distinction (e.g., the prevoiced [d] vs. voiceless unaspirated [t]) showed enhanced perceptual sensitivity not only to that specific contrast, but also to an unfamiliar contrast along the same dimension (e.g., prevoiced [g] vs. voiceless unaspirated [k]).

It is noteworthy that the emergence of such general dimension-based perceptual sensitivity (for dimensions or features such as voicing, length, or lip rounding) would be a natural consequence of language development from a rational perspective on learning (e.g., Chater & Manning, 2006; Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011). This is because languages re-use a limited set of phonetic dimensions or features for signaling multiple contrasts (Clements, 2003). Thus, enhancing sensitivity to relevant dimensions that encompass many potential contrasts is more adaptive for a learner than only enhancing sensitivity to specific categories that a learner has been directly exposed to. Note that learning need not be sequential (i.e., first learning [d]-[t], and then [g]-[k], as in the Maye et al. study) in order for learners to benefit from general enhanced sensitivity to phonetic dimensions or features. When learning all phonetic categories at once, as is the case in naturalistic language acquisition, noticing featural relationships between categories would make learning more efficient because less data may be needed to accurately identify and represent each individual category.

Taken together, recent evidence suggests that speech perception—both native and non-native—is affected not only by specific L1 phonetic category inventory, but also by more general phonological principles. But what exactly are these phonological principles? Bohn and Best (2012) suggested that contrastive lip rounding in L1 vowels translates into enhanced sensitivity to a non-native lip-rounding contrast between glides ([w]-[j]). This result is suggestive of a phonological principle that generates sensitivity to the lip-rounding cue. However, there are still many open questions. For example, it is unclear what kinds of cues are the building blocks of such principles (phonological features, acoustic and/or articulatory cues, etc.), or how such principles operate: do they apply only in cases when the corresponding contrasts are phonetically similar (as is the case with vowels and glides)? Or are they more abstract principles that apply regardless of the degree of phonetic similarity between known and non-native contrasts?

In this paper we begin to address these questions by examining the phonetic dimension of length. Length is a relatively salient cue that tends to be easily accessible to learners, irrespective of their L1 background (see, e.g., Bohn, 1995; Bohn & Fleige, 1990; Cebrian, 2006; Escudero, 2006; Escudero & Boersma, 2004; Flege, Bohn, & Jang, 1997; Kondaurova & Francis, 2008, 2010; Wang & Munro, 2004). For example, L2 learners tend to over-apply on length when distinguishing between non-native vowels for which length is only a secondary cue (such as the English tense-lax distinction), even when their L1 does not use length contrastively (e.g., native speakers of Spanish or Mandarin; Bohn, 1995; Escudero & Boersma, 2004). At the same time, however, the accessibility of length depends on the exact contrast (Wang, 2006), and L1 background does affect perception and learning of contrasts based on length (Escudero et al., 2009; Goudbeek, Cutler, & Smits, 2008; Hayes, 2002; Hayes-Harb & Masuda, 2008; Heeren & Schouten, 2008; McAllister et al., 2002; Pajak, 2013). In fact, differential perception of length contrasts can already be observed in 18-month-old infants learning a language with phonemic vs. non-phonemic length, such as Dutch (Dietrich, Swingley, & Werker, 2007) or Japanese (Mugitani, Pons, Fais, Werker, & Amano, 2008). Furthermore, even though speakers of languages with no length contrasts (e.g., Spanish) tend to rely on length in non-native speech perception, they do not display the kind of perceptual warping along the length dimension that is typical for speakers of languages with contrastive length (i.e., increased perceptual sensitivity at category boundaries; Heeren & Schouten, 2008; Kondaurova & Francis, 2010). Given this body of evidence, naïve-listener discrimination of length contrasts could well be modulated by the overall role of length in the listener’s L1.

The main advantage of using length as the dimension of investigation is that it can be applied contrastively to a wide range of segments, both vowels and consonants. This means that a length contrast in one place of the L1 phonetic category inventory might potentially reveal an influence on perception of sounds in a completely different part of the perceptual space. Therefore, studying length allows us to investigate the limits of phonological abstractness that might guide non-native speech perception. Specifically, we ask whether sensitivity to length as a cue for distinguishing between L1 vowels translates into enhanced sensitivity to length as a cue for consonants, even when length is not used to distinguish between consonants in the listener’s L1. This is of particular interest given that vowels and consonants as a group are acoustically and functionally very distinct. For example, vowels are perceived differently from consonants (e.g., vowel perception is less categorical than consonant perception; e.g., Schouten & van Hessen, 1992), and the two types of segments carry different kinds of information (Bonatti, Peña, Nespor, & Mehler, 2005).

Here we test discrimination of non-native consonant length contrasts by naïve listeners of different L1 backgrounds: Korean, where length is a highly informative contrastive cue for both vowels and consonants; Vietnamese and Cantonese, where length is informative, but more limited (only for vowels, and – for Cantonese – only as an additional cue together with changes in vowel quality); and Mandarin Chinese, where length is uninformative for segmental distinctions (see detailed language characteristics in Section 2.2). Note that we view cue informativity as a continuum, where the most informative cues are phonologically contrastive, while the secondary or allophonic cues are less informative, but where all cues play some role in shaping learners’ perceptual sensitivities (see Section 4.1 for further discussion).

We use an AX discrimination task, which can inform us about perceptual sensitivities of naïve listeners. If non-native speech perception is affected by a phonological principle that produces general enhanced sensitivity to those cues that are informative in L1, irrespective of the exact segments involved, then we expect all length-experienced participants (Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese) to outperform Mandarin speakers on discrimination of short versus long consonants. In addition, if the degree of cue informativity plays a role, then we expect gradient discrimination performance that corresponds to length informativity in L1: best for L1-Korean, medium for L1-Vietnamese and L1-Cantonese, and worst for L1-Mandarin. On the other hand, if this kind of phonological principle is restricted to segments that are acoustically/articulatory fairly similar, then we expect L1-Korean listeners to show relatively good discrimination of short and long consonants (since Korean uses length contrastively for some consonants), but the other three groups (Vietnamese,
Cantonese, Mandarin) should pattern together and show relatively worse discrimination (given that none of these languages uses length contrastively for consonants).

As a control, we included sibilant\(^2\) place of articulation contrasts from Polish (alveolo-palatal vs. retroflex fricatives and affricates) distinguished by dimensions familiar to speakers of Mandarin (where similar alveolo-palatal and retroflex consonants exist as allophones, but not to speakers of the other languages. Here, we expected a reverse performance pattern: Mandarin speakers outperforming other participants on discriminating between sibilants.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

96 undergraduate students at the University of California, San Diego participated in the experiment for course credit. Each participant was from one of four language groups: Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese (all three length-experienced), and Mandarin (sibilant-experienced). All Cantonese speakers also spoke some Mandarin, learned at school, which means that they had been exposed to Mandarin sibilants. If such exposure was sufficient to induce perceptual sensitivity to sibilant contrasts, then we might observe an advantage for Cantonese speakers, relative to speakers of Korean and Vietnamese, in discriminating the sibilant contrasts.

Participants learned the target language from birth, and were bilingual in English. While recruiting monolingual participants would have been more desirable, we hoped that the relatively uniform experience with English across all language groups would not significantly affect the results. In particular, any differences between groups should not be driven by English knowledge, but rather by the differing L1 background.

We collected detailed language background information through a questionnaire, and we recruited both L1-dominant and English-dominant participants to ensure that the results would not be driven by language dominance. Language dominance was self-reported: participants were instructed to list all known languages in order of dominance, starting with the language they know best; in rare cases of inconsistencies between the listed language dominance order and the proficiency ratings, the experimenter asked follow-up questions to resolve the inconsistency. The language that was listed first was taken as the participant's dominant language. The obvious limitation of collecting self-reported language information is that it is entirely subjective. However, we made sure to only recruit participants that considered themselves fluent in their L1, and used their L1 on a regular basis.

The questionnaire data revealed no major differences between language groups with respect to language background (see Table 5 in the appendix for detailed information), although the Vietnamese-speaker group was overall more biased toward English, as we were not able to recruit as many Vietnamese-dominant participants, and the participants within the Vietnamese-dominant group immigrated to the US at a younger age than the L1-dominant participants from other language groups. We come back to this point in Section 3.1.

Participants reported no history of speech or hearing problems.

2.2. Language characteristics

Korean uses length to distinguish between all vowels (e.g., [pul] "fire" vs. [pul:ɪ] "blow"; Lee, 1999). There are only a few lexical items with underlying monomorphemic long consonants (e.g., [palle] "worm"; Kim, 2002). More common are morphologically derived long consonants ([lː], [nː], [mː]), which arise from phonological assimilation processes (Sohn, 1999). These consonant length distinctions are not simply phonetic, but rather phonological in nature, as many near-minimal pairs can be found (e.g., [namu] "tree" and [nam:i] "South America", or [samil] “three-one/March 1” and [sim:un] “interrogation”). In addition, Korean tense obstruents ([p], [t], [k], [s], [ts]) have sometimes been analyzed as long (Choi, 1995). Korean does not have an alveolo-palatal vs. retroflex distinction; the inventory includes the alveolo-palatal affricate [tɕ] and the alveolo-palatal fricative [ɕ] that is an allophone of /s/, but no retroflex sounds (Hahn, 2007; Sohn, 1999).

In Vietnamese, length is phonologically contrastive for two sets of vowels: [a]-[aː] and [aː]-[aː] (e.g., [bang] “state” vs. [baːŋ] “ice”), although the latter have been argued to also differ in vowel quality (Winn et al., 2008). Consonants are always short. Vietnamese does not have alveolo-palatal or retroflex sounds.

Length is used in Cantonese to distinguish between vowel categories, but it is generally only one of the cues in addition to distinctions in vowel quality, and all short-long vowel pairs but one are in complementary distribution (Bauer & Benedict, 1997). However, the one pair occurring in the same contexts ([ɛ]-[aː]) is distinguished almost exclusively by length, with only minimal quality differences (Zhang, 2011), which makes length-based minimal pairs quite numerous. In addition, length has been shown to be the primary cue for distinguishing other vowel pairs as well (Bauer & Benedict, 1997; Kao, 1971). Consonants are always short. Cantonese does not have retroflex sounds, but alveolar sibilants ([ts], [tsʰ], [s]) can be palatalized to the alveolo-palatal place of articulation ([tɕ], [ɕ], [ɕː]), especially before high front vowels (Bauer & Benedict, 1997).

Mandarin does not have segmental length contrasts (Lin, 2001), although Mandarin tones vary in length, and some listeners have been reported to use length to distinguish between tones when the main cue – the F0 pattern – has been artificially manipulated to be

\(^2\) The term “sibilant” refers to the subset of fricatives and affricates that is characterized by a high-pitch frication noise (e.g., [s], [z], [ʃ], [ʒ], [ɕ], etc.).
ambiguous (Blicher, Diehl, & Cohen, 1990; Jongman, Wang, Moore, & Sereno, 2006; Tseng, Massaro, & Cohen, 1986). As for sibilants, Mandarin has voiceless alveolo-palatalts ([ɕ], [ɻ]) and retroflexes ([ʂ], [ʐ]) as allophones of the same phoneme: alveolo-palatalts occur before high front vowels and the palatal glide, and retroflexes occur elsewhere (Lin, 2001). In addition, the voiced retroflex fricative [ʐ] is a between-speaker variant of the retroflex approximant [j]. Other voiced sibilants are assumed to be absent because Mandarin has obstructive distinctions in aspiration, not voicing (Lin, 2001).

American English does not use length contrastively. Vowel length varies, but it correlates with the tense-lax distinction (e.g., beat vs. bit) and the voicing of the following segment (e.g., cad vs. cat). The differences in vowel length alone never distinguish between words, and native speakers of English identify vowels relying predominantly on spectral properties, with length serving only as a secondary cue (e.g., Hillenbrand, Clark, & Houde, 2000). Long consonants are sometimes attested but only at morpheme boundaries (e.g., dissatisfied; Busen, Smorodinsky, & Gafos, 2003). Minimal pairs are extremely rare (e.g., unnamed vs. unaimed), and for most speakers the contrast is neutralized (Kaye, 2005). Furthermore, there is evidence that by 18 months of age English-learning infants process length contrasts differently from infants learning a language that uses length contrastively (e.g., Dutch or Japanese; Dietrich et al., 2007; Mugliani et al., 2008). English does not have alveolo-palatal nor retroflex obstruents, although some speakers produce the alveolar approximant [j] as retroflex (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996; Westbury, Hashi, & Lindstrom, 1998).

2.3. Materials

The materials consisted of nonce words modeled after Polish phonology, and were recorded in a soundproof booth by a phonetically-trained Polish native speaker. Polish was chosen as the target language because it has both consonant length contrasts and alveolo-palatal vs. retroflex sibilant contrasts. Note that the Polish and the Mandarin alveolo-palatalts and retroflexes differ in the exact place of articulation, but they share similar spectral cues that distinguish between the two (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996).

A complete list of sound segments used is provided in Table 1. The critical length items included short and long consonants. The control sibilant items included alveolo-palatal and retroflex fricatives and affricates, which differ in the spectral shape of the frication noise. Each sound segment was recorded embedded in seven contexts: [p_a], [pe_a], [po_a], [ta_a], [te_a], [ka_a], [ke_a], with five repetitions of each word. The words were produced in isolation in a random order. For each word type, the two tokens with clearest pronunciations were chosen (e.g., [pama]1 and [pama]2). Subsequently, the chosen tokens were manipulated through splicing to ensure that the minimal-pair words differed only in length or place of articulation, with no irrelevant differences present elsewhere in a word. That is, the minimal-pair tokens always had acoustically identical contexts, and differed only in the middle consonant. All words were spliced, even in the cases of splicing segments across the two tokens of a given word (e.g., [pama]1 and [pama]2), in order to avoid any potential facilitation in processing “unspliced” words relative to “spliced” words. The exact procedure was slightly different across item types, and so in what follows they are described separately.

For length items, short-segment words were chosen as frames (e.g., [pama]1), and their middle consonants were removed (yielding, e.g., [p_an]1). Then, words with short segments were created by splicing in the consonants that were taken from other tokens of the same type (e.g., [pama]2). Thus, this procedure yielded new tokens, for which the context was taken from one token, and the middle consonant was taken from another token (e.g., [pam(2)a]1). Words with long segments were created from the spliced short-segment words (e.g., [pam(2)a]1) by either doubling the consonant’s length (for sonorants: [j], [w], [l], [m], [n]) or elongating it by half their length (for fricatives: [f], [s]). This difference was introduced to mimic natural production, reflecting the fact that intervocalic length contrasts are perceptually harder for sonorants than for fricatives due to more blurred segment boundaries (Kawahara, 2007). The duration of short segments was not manipulated. Instead, naturally produced short consonants from each word type were spliced in. The exact consonant duration values for the length items are listed in Table 2.

For sibilant items, both alveolo-palatalts and retroflexes were spliced in. In order to handle differences in formant transitions between alveolo-palatalts and retroflexes, we first checked which frame type (an alveolo-palatal or a retroflex word) would produce more natural-sounding stimuli. After experimenting with multiple tokens, it was determined that retroflex-segment words produced better frames (e.g., [pa_za]1). As with length items, the middle consonants were removed from the frame tokens (yielding, e.g., [pa_al]1). Then, both retroflex consonants and their corresponding alveolo-palatal consonants were spliced into the frames (e.g., [pa(sl)a]1 and [pa(gl)a]1). Note that the formant transitions into and out of the medial consonants were not manipulated, which meant that the transitions were appropriate for the retroflex consonants, but not for the alveolo-palatal consonants. Consequently, one of the main cues to the sibilant contrast – formant transitions out of alveolo-palatalts – was partially removed, thus making this contrast perceptually less salient than in natural speech. We come back to this point later in the discussion of the results.

The fillers were spliced using the same procedure as for sibilant items. The frames for each contrast were again chosen based on initial experimentation, with the goal to choose most natural-sounding stimuli. Ultimately, the frames for the [ʃ]-[ʒ] contrast were taken

As for the length contrasts, Polish has both “true” geminate consonants, which are underlyingly long (mostly borrowings from other languages, e.g., [getɔ:] ‘get.to’, [a:nə] ‘Arm’), and “false” geminate consonants, which are derived via morphological processes (e.g., [vɔtə] ‘to carry in’, [bɛs.trɔn] ‘Impartial’; for more examples and discussion see, e.g., Pajak & Baković, 2010; Pajak, 2010; Rubach, 1986; Rubach & Booj, 1990; Sawicka, 1995; Thorogood, 2002; Zajda, 1977). As for the sibilant contrasts, the retroflex consonants in Polish are by some considered post-alveolar, but see Hamann (2004), Keating (1991), and Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) for arguments regarding their analysis as slightly retroflex (or retracted).

Importantly, Polish and Mandarin are analogous in having three sibilant places of articulation (e.g., [ʂ], [ʐ], [ʃ]), a typologically rare distinction that makes use of similar cues (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996; see also Nowak, 2006, for an acoustic analysis of Polish sibilants).

The stimuli were originally prepared for use with Mandarin-English and Cantonese-English bilinguals, and the segmental contexts were chosen so that the particular sequences were legal in all three languages: Mandarin, Cantonese, and English.
Table 1

Sound segments used as stimuli, and the occurrences of corresponding sounds in Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese, and Mandarin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short stimuli</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Sibilant stimuli</th>
<th>Filler stimuli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment type</th>
<th>Middle consonant durations (short/long)</th>
<th>Mean long/short duration ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pa-a]</td>
<td>[pe-a]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[po-a]</td>
<td>[pa-a]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ba-a]</td>
<td>[tj-a]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ka-a]</td>
<td>[ke-a]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| j/j:          | 73/153                                 | 81/160 (Vs)                   |
| w/w:          | 88/157                                 | 78/154                        |
| l/l:          | 71/142                                 | 78/154                        |
| m/m:          | 81/163                                 | 78/154                        |
| n/n:          | 74/148                                 | 78/154                        |
| s/s:          | 139/208                                | 147/220                       |
| f/f:          | 128/192                                | 137/191                       |

a) Vs = vowels; long vowels were not included in the stimuli.
b) Almost exclusively as a result of phonological assimilation.
c) Korean tense [s] is sometimes analyzed as long.
d) Alveolo-palatals and retroflexes are allophones in Mandarin.

2.4. Procedure

The experiment consisted of a same-different AX discrimination task. On each trial, a pair of words was presented auditorily over headphones. The words were either “different” (e.g., [pama]-[pam]) or “same” (e.g., [pama]-[pama]). “Same” words in each pair were physically identical. “Different” words in each pair always shared a physically identical frame (i.e., the words were identical except for artificial lengthening for length contrasts and a spliced consonant for sibilant and filler contrasts) to ensure that “different” responses resulted only from the manipulation of interest, and not due to irrelevant differences present elsewhere in a word. The words in each pair were separated by a 750 ms interstimulus interval. Each pair was repeated twice throughout the experiment, which yielded 392 pairs (196 length pairs, 196 sibilant and filler pairs; half “different”, half “same”), divided into seven 56-trial blocks separated by self-terminated breaks. In each trial, a word-pair was played once without a replay option, and the response to one trial triggered presentation of the subsequent trial with a 500 ms delay. Trial order was randomized for every participant. The testing was preceded by a 16-trial no-feedback practice session.

3. Results

For each tested contrast and each participant we calculated d-prime scores, which is a measure of contrast sensitivity based on the principles of Signal Detection Theory (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). The main results are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. In addition, Table 4 provides the raw accuracy scores that correspond to d-prime scores from Fig. 1.

We analyzed the d-prime scores using repeated-measures ANOVAs. An overall 4 × 3 ANOVA with the factors LANGUAGE (Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese, Mandarin) and CONTRAST (length, sibilant, filler) revealed significant effects of both LANGUAGE [F(3,92) = 3.0; p < .05] and CONTRAST [F(2,184) = 172.9; p < .001], as well as a significant interaction [F(6,184) = 17.9; p < .001]. To investigate each of these effects, we proceeded with a series of comparisons between language groups.

First, we compared length-experienced participants (Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese speakers) to sibilant-experienced participants (Mandarin speakers) using a 2 × 2 ANOVA with the factors LANGUAGE GROUP (length-experienced, sibilant-experienced) and CONTRAST (length, sibilant). There was a significant interaction between LANGUAGE GROUP and CONTRAST [F(1,94) = 51.7; p < .001]: length-experienced participants were more sensitive to length differences, and sibilant-experienced participants were more sensitive
The results also revealed a main effect of LANGUAGE GROUP \( F(1,94) = 6.5; p < .05 \): Mandarin speakers performed overall worse than length-experienced participants as a group. Mandarin speakers’ diminished sensitivity to length contrasts cannot, however, be attributed to worse overall performance, since the result was reversed for sibilant contrasts \(^7\) (also supported by a significant interaction between LANGUAGE GROUP and sibilant vs. filler CONTRAST \( F(1,94) = 24.0; p < .001 \)), and the differences between the two LANGUAGE GROUPS on length and on filler contrasts were of different magnitudes (as indicated by a significant interaction between LANGUAGE GROUP and length vs. filler CONTRAST \( F(1,94) = 33.4; p < .001 \)).

Table 3
Tested contrasts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Sibilant</th>
<th>Filler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jːjː</td>
<td>ɕːʂ</td>
<td>xːχ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wːwː</td>
<td>tːtɕ</td>
<td>ρːʁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lːlː</td>
<td>zːʐ</td>
<td>jːjː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mːmː</td>
<td>daːdzχ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nːnː</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sːsː</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fːfː</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Korean</th>
<th>Vietnamese</th>
<th>Cantonese</th>
<th>Mandarin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>66.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibilant</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Overall performance on perception of three types of contrasts: length, sibilant, and filler (error bars are standard errors).

Fig. 2. Performance on perception of length contrasts split by segment (error bars are standard errors).

Table 4
Overall performance: mean % accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Sibilant</th>
<th>Filler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandarin</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) We expected that Cantonese speakers might have had an advantage over Korean and Vietnamese speakers on discriminating alveolo-palatal and retroflex consonants, given their experience with Mandarin through school instruction. However, no such advantage was observed: Cantonese speakers patterned with Korean and Vietnamese speakers in their performance on sibilant trials, thus suggesting that their experience with Mandarin was not sufficient to enhance their sensitivity to alveolo-palatal vs. retroflex consonant contrasts.

\(^7\) Note that Mandarin speakers’ relatively low performance extended even to the sibilant contrasts, which were discriminated slightly worse than the filler contrasts. This result might be due to two main factors: (1) one of the cues to the contrast – the formant transition out of the consonant – was partially removed due to splicing, and (2) the tested Polish alveolo-palatal vs. retroflex sibilant contrast differed in the exact place of articulation from the analogous Mandarin contrast (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996). The first factor made the contrast overall perceptually less salient, thus making it hard for all participants, while the second factor possibly diminished Mandarin speakers’ perceptual advantage relative to other listeners on the sibilant stimuli. Indeed, when the formant transition cues are left intact, the discrimination of the Polish alveolo-palatal vs. retroflex sibilant contrast by Mandarin listeners is much higher (around 85–90% accuracy; Pajak & Levy, 2012; Pajak, Creel, & Levy, in preparation).
Crucially, the main result was not driven just by Korean performance, but also held for each relevant pairwise LANGUAGE comparison, as indicated by significant interactions between LANGUAGE and length vs. sibilant CONTRAST (Korean-Mandarin: \(F(1,46)=63.7; p<.001\); Vietnamese-Mandarin: \(F(1,46)=33.1; p<.001\), Cantonese-Mandarin: \(F(1,46)=18.7; p<.001\)). The results reveal an extremely robust pattern: Korean, Vietnamese, and Cantonese speakers were consistently better at discriminating length contrasts than Mandarin speakers for each tested segment (Fig. 2).

As for the comparisons within the length-experienced group, there was no significant difference on length contrasts for the Korean-Vietnamese pair \(F<1\), but there was a significant difference for both Korean-Cantonese \(F(1,46)=11.0; p<.01\) and Vietnamese-Cantonese \(F(1,46)=5.1; p<.05\), with Cantonese speakers performing worse. Therefore, the observed pattern of performance was Korean, Vietnamese>Cantonese>Mandarin (although Vietnamese speakers performed numerically worse than Korean speakers). This result does not align exactly with our predictions, since we expected either (1) all length-experienced participants patterning together: Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese>Mandarin, or (2) a gradient pattern: Korean> Vietnamese, Cantonese>Mandarin. However, this result is consistent with the idea that sensitivity to a given phonetic dimension is mediated by the degree of informativity that this dimension has in the learner's native language. Recall that Korean uses length contrastively on both vowels and consonants, and Vietnamese uses it contrastively on vowels but not consonants. In Cantonese, on the other hand, length is only one of the cues to vowel distinctions (in addition to changes in vowel quality). Therefore, it appears that the major factor affecting perceptual sensitivities is the contrastiveness of a cue in L1, regardless of the exact segments it applies to (whether vowels or consonants). On the other hand, when a dimension is only one of the cues to a phonemic contrast (as length in Cantonese vowels), perceptual sensitivities to other contrasts along that dimension are also enhanced, but to a lesser degree.

3.1. Effects of language dominance

In this section we investigate more closely the potential effects of participants’ exact language background. Recall that all participants in our study were bilingual in English, which might have had an impact on their perceptual sensitivities (see, e.g., Antoniou, Tyler, & Best, 2012). Most importantly, discrimination of length contrasts in our experiment might have been facilitated due to length being informative for some contrasts in English (e.g., as a secondary cue for the tense-lax vowel contrasts). On the one hand, all participants in our study spoke English, and so any differences observed between language groups might seem unlikely to be driven by English knowledge. On the other hand, however, participants differed in their English exposure, and there was an imbalance in the Vietnamese speaker group in that – relative to other language groups – more participants were dominant in English, and even those dominant in their L1 arrived in the US at an earlier age.

In order to investigate the question of English influence more closely, we tested whether there were any differences in performance depending on the participant’s dominant language. As the first step, we reran the main analysis as a 4 × 3 × 2 ANOVA with the factors LANGUAGE (Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese, Mandarin), CONTRAST (length, sibilant, filler), and LANGUAGE DOMINANCE (L1, English). The results, illustrated in Fig. 3, revealed no main effect of LANGUAGE DOMINANCE \(F<1\), but a significant interaction between LANGUAGE DOMINANCE and CONTRAST \(F(2, 176)=3.5; p<.05\) (in addition to the previously found significant effects of LANGUAGE, CONTRAST, and their interaction). Separate 4 × 2 ANOVAs for each contrast type showed that the interaction was due to LANGUAGE DOMINANCE having a significant effect for sibilant items \(F(1, 88)=1.0; p<.05\), but not for length or filler items \(F<1\). In particular,
L1 dominance correlated with better performance on sibilant items, but not other items. There were no significant interactions between LANGUAGE and LANGUAGE DOMINANCE in any of the models [Fs<1].

For sibilant items, better performance among L1-dominant participants was especially pronounced for Mandarin speakers, which is consistent with our hypothesis that the knowledge of Mandarin enhanced listeners’ discrimination of Polish alveolo-palatals and retroflexes. Similarly, a slight advantage for L1-dominant Cantonese speakers on sibilant items might be due to their knowledge of Mandarin, since L1-dominant participants within this group were likely to have had more Mandarin exposure than English-dominant participants. The source of an analogous advantage for L1-dominant Korean speakers is less clear, but perhaps it can be explained by more extensive exposure to Korean voiceless alveolo-palatals. Based on these results, it is possible that monolingual speakers would perform overall better on sibilant items than our bilingual participants, and this should be especially true for speakers of Mandarin.

For length items, the English-dominant length-familiar participants (Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese) performed slightly better than L1-dominant participants, but this difference was not statistically significant. The pattern of responses was similar across all length-familiar participants, suggesting that the overall imbalance within the Vietnamese-speaker group (i.e., overall more extensive exposure to English relative to other language groups) did not impact the results. Furthermore, the pattern was reversed for Mandarin speakers: L1-dominant participants performed better than English-dominant participants, despite the fact that the latter report the highest regular English exposure and the highest preferred English usage of all tested language groups (see Table 5 in the appendix).8 Therefore, there is no clear evidence that the knowledge of English significantly affected participants’ discrimination of length contrasts, and we might expect that monolingual listeners would perform similarly on the length items to our bilingual participants.

Critically, our main finding is that better discrimination of length contrasts by Korean/Vietnamese/Cantonese than by Mandarin speakers, but better discrimination of sibilant contrasts by Mandarin than by Korean/Vietnamese/Cantonese speakers holds regardless of the participants’ language dominance. Even when we only consider L1-dominant speakers, we observe the same pattern of results: a significant interaction between LANGUAGE and length/filler CONTRAST in a 4 × 3 ANOVA [F(6, 78) = 9.9; p<.001], and significant interactions between LANGUAGE and length vs. sibilant CONTRAST for each relevant pairwise LANGUAGE comparison (Korean-Mandarin: [F(1,22) = 5.3; p<.001]; Vietnamese-Mandarin: [F(1,17) = 11.2; p<.01]; Cantonese-Mandarin: [F(1,22) = 5.6; p<.05]).

4. Discussion

In this paper we investigated the extent to which general phonological principles affect non-native speech perception. Bohn and Best (2012) and Hallé et al. (1999) showed that when the listeners’ L1 uses the lip-rounding cue to distinguish between vowels, their discrimination is also enhanced for a non-native lip-rounding contrast between glides ([w]-[j]). This particular result could be explained, as Bohn and Best suggested, by a simple phonological principle: contrastive lip rounding in L1 enhances perceptual sensitivity to the lip-rounding cue, which in turn leads to overall better discrimination of any non-native lip-rounding contrasts. Here we tested the extent of abstractness of such phonological principles: do they apply only in cases when the corresponding contrasts are phonetically similar (as is the case with vowels and glides)? Or are they more abstract, applying regardless of the degree of phonetic similarity between known and non-native contrasts? We tested a different cue, length, which can span a wide range of segments, both vowels and consonants. We investigated whether sensitivity to L1 length differences on vowels will lead to enhanced perceptual sensitivity to non-native length differences on a range of consonants (glides, liquids, nasals, and voiceless fricatives). We recruited participants of different L1 backgrounds: Korean, where length is a highly informative contrastive cue for both vowels and consonants; Vietnamese and Cantonese, where length is informative, but more limited (only for vowels, and – for Cantonese – only as an additional cue together with changes in vowel quality); and Mandarin Chinese, where length is uninformative for segmental distinctions.

The results revealed differential discrimination of non-native length contrasts: all length-experienced participants (Korean, Vietnamese, Cantonese) outperformed participants not experienced with length (Mandarin). Furthermore, there were differences between the length-experienced group: performance was best for Korean speakers, slightly worse for Vietnamese speakers, and worst for Cantonese speakers. These results suggest that experience with a phonetic dimension on a limited subset of segments can lead to enhanced perceptual sensitivity to any distinctions along that dimension, even those that are acoustically and functionally very dissimilar from the previously learned categories. This result cannot be attributed to better task performance, as the pattern was reversed for sibilant contrasts, which are more familiar to Mandarin speakers.

Furthermore, we found some evidence of gradience: discrimination appears to be mediated by the degree of informativity that this dimension has in the learner’s native language. Note that while we did not expect a difference between Vietnamese and Cantonese speakers, it may be that length is in fact less informative in Cantonese than in Vietnamese due to the fact that it is only one of the cues to vowel contrasts.

8 It is not obvious why L1-dominant Mandarin speakers would perform better on length items than English-dominant ones. One possibility is that there is an advantage coming from duration differences in Mandarin tones, and L1-dominant participants benefit from more extensive exposure to tones. Another possibility, however, is that the English-dominant group happened to include overall weaker performers. This is supported by the results on filler trials, where the Mandarin-speaker group differs from all other language groups in having numerically lower scores within the English-dominant participants than the L1-dominant participants.
These results add to the previous findings suggesting that existing models of non-native speech perception and learning need to be extended, incorporating the role of abstract phonological principles. The influence of such phonological principles might be captured in one existing framework: Processing Rich Information from Multidimensional Interactive Representations (PRIMIR; Curtin, Byers-Heinlein, & Werker, 2011; Werker & Curtin, 2005). The basic idea of PRIMIR is that linguistic knowledge is represented at non-hierarchically organized multidimensional spaces, including a General Perceptual space, a Word Form space, and a Phoneme space, with abstract phonemes emerging after the infant has acquired some of the lexicon, integrating information from the other two spaces. Werker, Curtin, and Byers-Heinlein do not explicitly discuss the influence of general phonological principles on non-native speech perception (such as which cues are generally informative or contrastive in L1). However, this influence might be captured in PRIMIR by assuming, for example, a separate learning mechanism available to infants that dynamically evaluates the general informativity of different phonetic cues in L1. This kind of mechanism would aid the acquisition of the L1 sound system because noticing featural relationships between categories would allow learners to pool the data from multiple categories along the same dimension, and thus require less data from each individual category to form accurate category representations. Crucially, once established for L1, the generalizations about cue informativity would affect perceptual sensitivities in a non-native language as well, thus providing an explanation for the results reported here, as well as those by Bohn and Best (2012) and Hallé et al. (1999).

These ideas could also be developed within a framework that builds on insights from recent rational approaches to learning (Tenenbaum et al., 2011), while accommodating the key insights of PRIMIR and related approaches. In particular, we propose to view perceptual reorganization as the consequence of learners’ hierarchical inductive inferences about the structure of the language’s sound system: infants not only acquire the specific phonetic category inventory, but also draw higher-order generalizations over the set of those categories, such as the overall informativity of phonetic dimensions for sound categorization. Non-native sound perception is then determined by sensitivities that emerge from these generalizations, in addition to mappings of non-native sounds onto native-language phonetic categories. Below we motivate and develop this account in more detail. We hope that by drawing on ideas from the general approaches to learning as rational inductive inference, we will contribute additional insights to our understanding of perceptual reorganization and non-native speech perception.

4.1. Hierarchical inductive inference in perceptual reorganization

Current theories view perceptual reorganization in infancy as resulting from the acquisition of the specific inventory of L1 phonetic categories, and yielding a “warped” perceptual space that then acts as a direct filter in naïve-listener perception of non-native sounds (Kuhl, 1991, 2000). Here we propose to adopt an approach in which perceptual reorganization is viewed as a consequence of hierarchical inductive inferences over the sound inventory of a language: in addition to learning individual phonetic categories, learners are posited also to make higher-order generalizations about the general properties of the set of those categories. On our proposal, then, perceptual reorganization leads not only to perceptual sensitivity to specific L1 phonetic categories, but also to sensitivity induced by these higher-order generalizations.

Our proposal is based on rational approaches to learning, and in particular recent work in the computational modeling of acquisition of abstract knowledge, suggesting that learners find regularities in the input through (implicit) inductive inferences and constructing hierarchical representations with deep abstract structure (Chater & Manning, 2006; Tenenbaum et al., 2011). More specifically, learning has been shown to occur not only at a single, flat level of representation but rather hierarchically. This means that the learner makes simultaneous inductive inferences about both particular categories and higher-level category structure. To take one example from the language domain: when acquiring individual verbs in a language, learners also infer general properties of verbal classes (Perfors, Tenenbaum, & Wonnacott, 2010). In terms of recent work in phonetic category induction (de Boer & Kuhl, 2003; Feldman, Griffiths, Goldwater, & Morgan, 2013; Feldman, Griffiths, & Morgan, 2009a; McMurray, Aslin, & Toscano, 2009; Vallabha, McClelland, Pons, Werker, & Amano, 2007) – where native-speaker knowledge is represented as a set of distributions over perceptual space, one distribution for each phonetic category – our proposal can be viewed as adding a higher-level distribution responsible for generating specific category-level distributions.

One type of higher-order generalization that learners might make about their native-language sound system involves the underlying set of informative phonetic dimensions from which the system is constructed.3 Postling dimension-based generalizations is motivated by evidence that infants encode speech sounds in terms of their subsegmental properties (e.g., Cristia & Seidl, 2008; Cristia, Seidl, & Francis, 2011; Maye et al., 2008; Saffran & Thiessen, 2003), suggesting that the information necessary to derive generalizations about phonetic dimension informativity in the native language is available to infant learners. This is also consistent with viewing phonetic learning as shifting selective attention to relevant acoustic-phonetic cues (e.g., Best, 1994; Jusczyk, 1985, 1986, 1994, 1997; Nittouer & Miller, 1997; Nusbaum & Goodman, 1994; Pisoni et al., 1994). The dimensions that infants learn to attend to can include a range of phonetic cues with different degrees of informativity. The most informative dimensions are contrastive: they uniquely distinguish between phonemic categories (e.g., VOT differentiating English /bl/-/pl/, /t/-/d/, /k/-/g/) and are necessary to discriminate lexical items (e.g., /bin/-pin/), but other properties may also be attended to, such as secondary cues to phonemic categories (e.g., vowel duration in /bet/-/bed/) or cues distinguishing between allomorphs (e.g., aspiration of the stop consonant in /pool/-/spool/). Thus, any higher-order generalizations about phonetic dimensions are likely modulated by their gradient native-language informativity. Crucially, these generalizations will differ depending on the person’s language background because the

---

3 Alternatively, it can be thought of as a set of phonological features that are active in the language. In this paper we do not make any theoretical commitment as to the exact content of subsegmental properties.
exact configuration of informative dimensions varies cross-linguistically (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996); for example, VOT distinguishes categories in English, but plays no role in Hawaiian; segmental length is contrastive for many Japanese categories (e.g., /p/-/p/, /n/-/n/), but is only a secondary cue to some English vowel distinctions (e.g., /t/-/l/) and is uninformative in languages like Spanish.

Therefore, we propose that perceptual reorganization involves higher-order generalizations about phonetic dimension informativity. The crucial prediction of this account is that the end-state of perceptual reorganization is not just a perceptual space warped around L1 phonetic categories, as in the current theories. Instead, the end-state includes (1) the knowledge of the inventory of specific phonetic categories in the language (which in turn gives rise to perceptual warping effects around specific category boundaries for reasons such as those given by Feldman, Griffiths, & Morgan, 2009b), but also (2) heightened overall sensitivity and precision of encoding for those phonetic dimensions that determine category contrasts within the language as a whole. Thus, sensitivity is based on subsegmental properties abstracted away from individual categories.

Our proposal follows naturally from assuming a rational language learning and processing architecture, because for perceptual reorganization to proceed along these lines would be adaptive for the language learner. In particular, given that languages extensively re-use a limited set of phonetic dimensions (Clements, 2003), learning one distinction (e.g., [b]-[p]) might help learn analogous distinctions (e.g., [d]-[t], [ɡ]-[k]). Hence, if the learner’s perceptual sensitivity to a given phonetic dimension is enhanced once the dimension is determined to be informative for one set of L1 phonetic categories, this would allow for perceptual bootstrapping and more efficient learning of L1 phonetic categories overall. Existing experimental evidence supports this view: both infants and adults generalize newly learned phonetic category distinctions to untrained sounds along the same dimension (Maye et al., 2008; McClaskey, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1983; Pajak & Levy, 2011a, 2011b; Perfors & Dunbar, 2010; see also Pajak, Bicknell, & Levy, 2013, for a computational implementation). Our proposal attributes these learning results to the mechanisms underlying perceptual reorganization, which – as we propose – induce sensitivity to whole phonetic dimensions, not just individual phonetic categories.

Let us now turn to the consequences of this view of perceptual reorganization for non-native speech perception. If perceptual reorganization in infancy yields general sensitivity to phonetic dimensions that are informative in L1, then listeners’ perception should be enhanced for any contrast along those informative dimensions. This means that naïve-listener perception of non-native sounds would be determined by perceptual sensitivities emerging from the higher-order generalizations made during perceptual reorganization, in addition to mappings of non-native sounds onto L1 phonetic categories. That is, learning a single VOT distinction in L1 (e.g., [b]-[p]) would lead to enhanced sensitivity not only to that particular distinction, but also to analogous VOT distinctions (e.g., [d]-[t], [ɡ]-[k]), even if they do not in fact occur in L1. Similarly, learning lip rounding as a cue for distinguishing between L1 vowels would lead to enhanced sensitivity to other lip-rounding contrasts, such as [w]-[j], as reported by Bohn and Best (2012) and Hallé et al. (1999). Finally, learning that length is an informative cue to distinguish between some categories (e.g., vowels) would lead to enhanced sensitivity to other length contrast (e.g., consonants), again, even if they do not in fact occur in the learner’s L1. Therefore, the hierarchical inductive inference framework allows us to capture the present results, as well as the results of Bohn and Best (2012) and Hallé et al. (1999), thus incorporating the idea that non-native speech perception is affected by abstract phonological principles.

Although the results reported here only bear on one type of possible inference about learners’ native-language sound system, the hierarchical inductive inference framework predicts that learners make other types of higher-order generalizations about linguistic structures that should affect non-native language processing, both in the sound domain (e.g., likely phonotactic patterns) and in other aspects of language (e.g., likely word and morpheme orderings). Thus, this framework fits within the broader literature investigating generalization of linguistic knowledge in different language domains (e.g., Gerken, 2010; Wonnacott, Newport, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007), and it provides theoretical unification with many other domains in which inductive approaches to learning have proven fruitful.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we investigated the role of abstract phonological principles in shaping non-native speech perception. We reported results demonstrating that some perceptual sensitivities cannot be attributed to listeners’ warped perceptual space alone, as assumed in prior accounts, but rather to enhanced general sensitivity along phonetic dimensions that the listeners’ native language employs to distinguish between categories. Specifically, we showed that knowledge of a language with short and long vowel categories is associated with enhanced discrimination of non-native consonant length contrasts. These results suggest that abstract phonological principles – such as whether a phonetic dimension is overall informative in L1 – influence perception of non-native sounds. Critically, such principles operate at an abstract level given that they apply across sound groups that are acoustically and functionally very distinct. To account for these results we developed a novel approach within a hierarchical inductive inference framework. We proposed viewing perceptual reorganization in infancy as the consequence of learners’ hierarchical inductive inferences about the structure of the language’s sound system. That is, we argued that infants not only acquire the specific phonetic category inventory of their native language, but also draw higher-order generalizations over the set of those categories. One such generalization captures the overall informativity of phonetic dimensions for sound categorization in L1. We further argued that this re-conceptualization of perceptual reorganization has consequences for non-native speech perception: perceptual sensitivities of naïve listeners emerge from higher-order generalizations formed during the L1 acquisition, rather than exclusively from mappings of non-native sounds onto native-language phonetic categories. We believe that this account contributes new insights to our understanding...
of perceptual reorganization and non-native speech perception by offering a rational perspective that has been successful in many other domains.
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Appendix A

See Table 5.

Table 5

Mean and standard deviation of self-reported participant characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Korean</th>
<th>Vietnamese</th>
<th>Cantonese</th>
<th>Mandarin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L1-dominant</td>
<td>Eng-dominant</td>
<td>L1-dominant</td>
<td>Eng-dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(3.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>(1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age when immigrated to the USa</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>(5.3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-rated L1 proficiency (0-none, 10-perfect)b</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>(1.0)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>(2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Time current L1 exposure</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>(13.8)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>(17.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 use w/family (0-never, 10-always)</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>(0.3)</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>(1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Time preferred L1 usec</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>(15.6)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(21.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age when began regular Eng exposure</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(4.7)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-rated Eng proficiency (0-10)d</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>(1.1)</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>(0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Time current Eng exposure</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>(13.6)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>(16.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng use w/family (0-10)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>(1.76)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>(2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Time preferred Eng use</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>(2.2)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>(1.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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